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1

Appropriate use of consultation can improve patient
outcomes, but inappropriate use may cause harm.
Factors affecting the variability of inpatient consultation
are poorly understood. We aimed to describe
physician-, patient-, and admission-level factors
influencing the variability of inpatient consultations
on general medicine services. We conducted a
retrospective study of patients hospitalized from 2011
to 2016 and enrolled in the University of Chicago
Hospitalist Project, which included 6,153 admissions of
4,772 patients under 69 attendings. Consultation use
varied widely; a 5.7-fold difference existed between the

I

npatient consultation is an extremely common practice with
the potential to improve patient outcomes significantly.1-3
However, variability in consultation practices may be risky
for patients. In addition to underuse when the benefit is
clear, the overuse of consultation may lead to additional testing and therapies, increased length of stay (LOS) and costs,
conflicting recommendations, and opportunities for communication breakdown.
Consultation use is often at the discretion of individual
providers. While this decision is frequently driven by patient
needs, significant variation in consultation practices not fully
explained by patient factors exists.1 Prior work has described
hospital-level variation1 and that primary care physicians use
more consultation than hospitalists.4 However, other factors
affecting consultation remain unknown. We sought to explore
physician-, patient-, and admission-level factors associated
with consultation use on inpatient general medicine services.

METHODS

Study Design
We conducted a retrospective analysis of data from the University of Chicago Hospitalist Project (UCHP). UCHP is a longstand-
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lowest (mean, 0.613) and highest (mean, 3.47) quartiles
of use (P <.01). In mixed-effect Poisson regression,
consultations decreased over time, with 45% fewer
consultations for admissions in 2015 than in 2011
(P <.01). Patients on nonteaching hospitalist teams
received 9% more consultations than did those on
teaching services (P =.02). Significant variability exists
in inpatient consultation use. Further understanding
may help to identify groups at high-risk for underuse/
overuse and aid in the development of interventions to
improve high-value care. Journal of Hospital Medicine
2020;15:164-168. © 2020 Society of Hospital Medicine

ing study of the care of hospitalized patients admitted to the
University of Chicago general medicine services, involving both
patient data collection and physician experience surveys.5 Data
were obtained for enrolled UCHP patients between 2011-2016
from the Center for Research Informatics (CRI). The University
of Chicago Institutional Review Board approved this study.

Data Collection
Attendings and patients consented to UCHP participation. Data
collection details are described elsewhere.5,6 Data from EpicCare (EpicSystems Corp, Wisconsin) and Centricity Billing (GE
Healthcare, Illinois) were obtained via CRI for all encounters of
enrolled UCHP patients during the study period (N = 218,591).

Attending Attribution
We determined attending attribution for admissions as follows:
the attending author of the first history and physical (H&P) was
assigned. If this was unavailable, the attending author of the
first progress note (PN) was assigned. For patients admitted
by hospitalists on admitting shifts to nonteaching services (ie,
service without residents/students), the author of the first PN
was assigned if different from H&P. Where available, attribution
was corroborated with call schedules.

Sample and Variables
All encounters containing inpatient admissions to the University of Chicago from May 10, 2011 (Electronic Health Record
activation date), through December 31, 2016, were considered
for inclusion (N = 51,171, Appendix 1). Admissions including
only documentation from ancillary services were excluded (eg,
encounters for hemodialysis or physical therapy). Admissions
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TABLE 1. Attending, Patient, and Admission Demographicsa
Attending Physician Characteristics (N = 69)
Female, n (%)

32 (46.4%)

Years in practiceb - Mean (SD), median (IQR)

11.9 (8.4), 8 (5-14)

Specialty: General Internal Medicine, Medical Subspecialtyc

61 (88%), 8 (12%)

Hospitalist, n (%)

38 (55.1%)

Agreement with selected end of year survey statementsd, n (%)
“I am satisfied with my ability to get to know patients.”
“I am up to date on the practice of inpatient medicine.”
“The interruption of my personal life by work is a problem.”

55 (79.7%)
62 (89.9%)
43 (62.3%)

Patient Characteristics (N = 4,772)
Female, n (%)

2,705 (56.7%)

Age - Mean (SD), median (IQR)

61.0 (19.5), 61 (47-75)

Admission Characteristics (N = 6,153)
LOS - Mean (SD), median (IQR)

3.0 (1.3), 3 (2-4)

Payor Status, n (%): Medicare, Private Insurer, Medicaid, Uninsured

2,406 (50.4%), 968 (20.3%), 1,195 (25.0%), 87 (2.4%)

Hospitalist service admissions (N = 4,324)
Hospitalist on teaching service, n (%)

2,769 (64)

Elixhauser Index: In-hospital Mortality - Mean (SD), median (IQR)

5.1 (8.4), 3 (0-10)

Elixhauser Index: 30-day readmission - Mean (SD), median (IQR)

16.6 (15.5), 14 (2-27)

Academic Tertile, n (%): July – Oct, Nov – Feb, Jan – June

2,477 (40.3%), 1,962 (31.9%), 1,714 (27.9%)

Because of missing data, numbers may not correspond to exact percentages.
From medical school graduation to date of admission.
c
General Medicine attendings who have subspecialty training.
d
See Appendix 2 for all end of year survey questions.
Abbreviations: IQR, interquartile range; SD, standard deviation.
a

b

were limited to a length of stay (LOS) ≤ 5 days, corresponding
to the average US inpatient LOS of 4.6 days,7 to minimize the
likelihood of attending handoffs (N = 31,592). If attending attribution was not possible via the above-described methods,
the admission was eliminated (N = 3,103; 10.9% of admissions
with LOS ≤ 5 days). Finally, the sample was restricted to general medicine service admissions under attendings enrolled in
UCHP who completed surveys. After the application of all criteria, 6,153 admissions remained for analysis.
The outcome variable was the number of consultations per
admission, determined by counting the unique number of services creating clinical documentation, and subtracting one for
the primary team. If the Medical/Surgical intensive care unit
(ICU) was a service, then two were subtracted to account for
the ICU transfer.
Attending years in practice (ie, years since medical school
graduation) and gender were determined from public resources. Practice characteristics were determined from UCHP attending surveys, which address perceptions of workload and
satisfaction (Appendix 2).
Patient characteristics (gender, age, Elixhauser Indices) and
An Official Publication of the Society of Hospital Medicine

admission characteristics (LOS, season of admission, payor) were
determined from UCHP and CRI data. The Elixhauser Index uses
a well-validated system combining the presence/absence of 31
comorbidities to predict mortality and 30-day readmission.8 Elixhauser Indices were calculated using the “Creation of Elixhauser
Comorbidity Index Scores 1.0” software.9 For admissions under
hospitalist attendings, teaching/nonteaching team was ascertained via internal teaching service calendars.

Analysis
We used descriptive statistics to examine demographic characteristics. The difference between the lowest and highest quartile
consultation use was determined via a two-sample t test. Given
the multilevel nature of our count data, we used a mixed-effects
Poisson model accounting for within-group variation by clustering on attending and patient (3-level random-effects model).
The analysis was done using Stata 15 (StataCorp, Texas).

RESULTS
From 2011 to 2016, 14,848 patients and 88 attendings were enrolled in UCHP; 4,772 patients (32%) and 69 attendings (59.4%)
Journal of Hospital Medicine® Vol 15 | No 3 | March 2020
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TABLE 2. Factors Associated with Consultation Variability by General Medicine Attendingsa,b
Category

IRR

95% CI

P Value

Hospitalist, Nonteaching Service
Generalist, Teaching Service
Subspecialist, Teaching Service

1.086
0.951
1.110

[1.013-1.164]
[0.855-1.059]
[0.969-1.272]

.020
.361
.133

Agree

0.918

[0.870-0.969]

.002

49-62
63-75
≥76

1.029
0.964
0.810

[0.968-1.093]
[0.902-1.029]
[0.752-0.872]

.358
.271
<.001

Uninsured
Medicaid
Private

0.905
0.878
1.107

[0.754-1.085]
[0.826-0.933]
[0.997-1.003]

.282
<.001
.001

2012
2013
2014
2015

0.698
0.641
0.594
0.547

[0.636-0.766]
[0.585-0.703]
[0.542-0.652]
[0.498-0.600]

<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001

LOS

1.217

[1.196-1.238]

<.001

Elixhauser Index: 30-day Readmission

1.009

[1.007-1.011]

<.001

Elixhauser Index: In-hospital Mortality

1.000

[0.996-1.003]

.878

Variable
Attending Characteristics
Specialty (Referent = Hospitalist, Teaching Service)

Agreement with “Interruption of my personal life by work is a problem.”
(Referent = Disagree)
Patient Characteristics
Age (Referent ≤48 years old)

Admission Characteristics
Payor Type (Referent = Medicare)

Year (Referent = 2011)

Multivariable mixed-effects Poisson regression model clustered on attending and patient, adjusted for additional physician-, patient- and admission-level factors.
See Appendix 3 for inclusion of full model.
Abbreviations: LOS, length of stay.

a

b

had data available and were included. Mean LOS was 3.0 days
(SD = 1.3). Table 1 describes the characteristics of attendings,
patients, and admissions.
Seventy-six percent of admissions included at least one consultation. Consultation use varied widely, ranging from 0 to 10
per admission (mean = 1.39, median = 1; standard deviation
[SD] = 1.17). The number of consultations per admission in the
highest quartile of consultation frequency (mean = 3.47, median = 3) was 5.7-fold that of the lowest quartile (mean = 0.613,
median = 1; P <.001).
In multivariable regression, physician-, patient-, and admission-level characteristics were associated with the differential
use of consultation (Table 2). On teaching services, consultations called by hospitalist vs nonhospitalist generalists did not
differ (P =.361). However, hospitalists on nonteaching services
called 8.6% more consultations than hospitalists on teaching
services (P =.02). Attending agreement with survey item “The
interruption of my personal life by work is a problem” was associated with 8.2% fewer consultations per admission (P =.002).
Patients older than 75 years received 19% fewer consultations compared with patients younger than 49 years (P <.001).
Compared with Medicare, Medicaid admissions had 12.2%
fewer consultations (P <.001), whereas privately insured admissions had 10.7% more (P =.001). The number of consultations
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per admission decreased every year, with 45.3% fewer consultations in 2015 than 2011 (P <.001). Consultations increased by
each 22% per day increase in LOS (P <.001).

DISCUSSION
Our analysis described several physician-, patient-, and admission-level characteristics associated with the use of inpatient
consultation. Our results strengthen prior work demonstrating
that patient-level factors alone are insufficient to explain consultation variability.1
Hospitalists on nonteaching services called more consultations, which may reflect a higher workload on these services.
Busy hospitalists on nonteaching teams may lack time to delve
deeply into clinical problems and require more consultations,
especially for work with heavy cognitive loads such as diagnosis. “Outsourcing” tasks when workload increases occurs in
other cognitive activities such as teaching.10 The association
between work interrupting personal life and fewer consultations may also implicate the effects of time. Attendings who
are experiencing work encroaching on their personal lives may
be those spending more time with patients and consulting
less. This finding merits further study, especially with increasing concern about balancing time spent in meaningful patient
care activities with risk of physician burnout.
An Official Publication of the Society of Hospital Medicine
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This finding could also indicate that trainee participation
modifies consultation use for hospitalists. Teaching service
teams with more individual members may allow a greater pool
of collective knowledge, decreasing the need for consultation
to answer clinical questions.11 Interestingly, there was no difference in consultation use between generalists or subspecialists
and hospitalists on teaching services, possibly suggesting a
unique effect in hospitalists who vary clinical practice depending on team structure. These differences deserve further investigation, with implications for education and resource utilization.
We were surprised by the finding that consultations decreased each year, despite increasing patient complexity and
availability of consultation services. This could be explained by
a growing emphasis on shortening LOS in our institution, thus
shifting consultative care to outpatient settings. Understanding these effects is critically important with growing evidence
that consultation improves patient outcomes because these
external pressures could lead to unintended consequences for
quality or access to care.
Several findings related to patient factors additionally
emerged, including age and insurance status. Although related
to medical complexity, these effects persist despite adjustment,
which raises the question of whether they contribute to the decision to seek consultation. Older patients received fewer consultations, which could reflect the use of more conservative practice models in the elderly,12 or ageism, which is associated with
undertreatment.13 With respect to insurance status, Medicaid
patients were associated with fewer consultations. This finding
is consistent with previous work showing the decreased intensity
of hospital services used for Medicaid patients.14
Our study has limitations. Our data were from one large urban academic center that limits generalizability. Although systematic and redundant, attending attribution may have been
flawed: incomplete or erroneous documentation could have
led to attribution error, and we cannot rule out the possibility
of service handoffs. We used a LOS ≤ 5 days to minimize this
possibility, but this limits the applicability of our findings to longer admissions. Unsurprisingly, longer LOS correlated with the
increased use of consultation even within our restricted sample, and future work should examine the effects of prolonged
LOS. As a retrospective analysis, unmeasured confounders
due to our limited adjustment will likely explain some findings,
although we took steps to address this in our statistical design.
Finally, we could not measure patient outcomes and, therefore,
cannot determine the value of more or fewer consultations for
specific patients or illnesses. Positive and negative outcomes
of increased consultation are described, and understanding
the impact of consultation is critical for further study.2,3

CONCLUSION
We found that the use of consultation on general medicine services varies widely between admissions, with large differences
between the highest and lowest frequencies of use. This variation can be partially explained by several physician-, patient-,
and admission-level characteristics. Our work may help identify
patient and attending groups at high risk for under- or overuse
An Official Publication of the Society of Hospital Medicine

of consultation and guide the subsequent development of interventions to improve value in consultation. One additional
consultation over the average LOS of 4.6 days adds $420 per
admission or $4.8 billion to the 11.5 million annual Medicare
admissions.15 Increasing research, guidelines, and education on
the judicious use of inpatient consultation will be key in maximizing high-value care and improving patient outcomes.
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